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Abstract

Restriction of functions from a reductive p-adic group G to its compact

subgroups defines an operator on the Hochschild and cyclic homology of

the Hecke algebra of G. We study the commutation relations between this

operator and others coming from representation theory: Jacquet functors,

idempotents in the Bernstein centre, and characters of admissible repre-

sentations.

1 Introduction

Let G “ GpF q be a reductive group over a p-adic field F , and let Mf pGq
denote the category of smooth, complex, finitely generated representations of
G. Work of Bernstein and others has led to a detailed description of Mf pGq
in terms of parabolic induction from Levi subgroups [5]. A second approach to
the representation theory of G, exemplified by the work of Bushnell and Kutzko
(e.g., [12]), proceeds via compact induction from compact open subgroups. The
relationship between the two kinds of induction is the subject of Bushnell and
Kutzko’s theory of types and covers [13]. Here we study this relationship from
a different point of view: that of cyclic homology.

We consider the Hochschild and cyclic homology groups HH˚pMf pGqq and
HC˚pMf pGqq associated to Mf pGq by Keller’s construction [27]. These two
homology theories are related by a long exact sequence, which for the sake of
brevity we will denote by HpMf pGqq. Results of Bernstein [5] and Keller [27]
imply that HpMf pGqq may be described “geometrically”, that is, in terms of
functions on G:

(‹) HpMf pGqq – HpHpGqq

where the right-hand side is the Hochschild and cyclic homology of the Hecke
algebra of G (see Theorem 2.1; similar isomorphisms in degree-zero homology
appear, implicitly or explicitly, in [25], [38], [19], and [35], among others).

The cyclic homology groups of HpGq have been studied in [23], [24], [10],
[21], and [34], where a central role is played by a certain idempotent operator
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1Gc
on HpHpGqq, defined by restricting functions from G to the union of its

compact subgroups (see Examples 2.4(6) for the precise definition). In degree
zero, the isomorphism (‹) restricts to

ÿ

KĂG
compact
open

indGK HH0pMf pKqq – 1Gc
HH0pHpGqq,

where indGK : Mf pKq Ñ Mf pGq is the functor of compact induction. In higher
degrees, Higson and Nistor [21] and Schneider [34] have given a description of
the image of 1Gc

in terms of chamber homology, which combines the groups
HpMf pKqq and the combinatorics of the Bruhat-Tits building of G.

Motivated by this close connection between the “compact-restriction” oper-
ator 1Gc

and the compact-induction functors indGK , we study the commutation
relations between 1Gc

and other representation-theoretic operators: parabolic
induction, Jacquet restriction, idempotents in the Bernstein centre, and charac-
ters of admissible families of representations. Our main results are summarised
below. These results are applied in [17] and [18].

The functors of parabolic induction and Jacquet restriction with respect to
a Levi subgroup M Ă G induce, via (‹), maps in homology:

HpHpGqq
r //HpHpMqq
i

oo

In Proposition 3.7 we compute the Jacquet restriction map r : HpHpGqq Ñ
HpHpMqq, and show that it is equal to one defined by Nistor in [32]. Nistor
suggested that his map be considered an analogue of parabolic induction, and
our computation makes this analogy precise. One consequence is that Jacquet
restriction commutes with compact induction: r 1Gc

“ 1Mc
r. In degree-zero

homology, this has previously been observed by Dat [20, Lemme 2.6].
Each idempotent E in the Bernstein centre ZpGq induces an idempotent

endomorphism of HpHpGqq. Results of Higson and Nistor [21] and Schneider [34]
imply that for every idempotent endomorphism e of HpHpGqq, the commutator
re, 1Gc

s is nilpotent of order at most 3 (see Lemma 3.2). Dat has shown that for
the idempotents in the Bernstein centre one in fact has rE, 1Gc

s “ 0 as operators
on HH0pHpGqq. We conjecture that the same holds on all of HpHpGqq, and we
prove this conjecture for G “ SL2pF q (Theorem 3.15; the same argument shows
that rE, 1Gc

s “ 0 on HHnpHpGqq for G a split reductive group of rank n).
Dat has also shown, using a formula of Clozel [16, Proposition 1], that

parabolic induction does not commute with compact restriction in the degree-
zero homology of SL2pF q [20, Remarque, p.77]. By extending Clozel’s formula
to higher homology (in the special case of SL2pF q), we prove that parabolic
induction does commute with compact restriction in higher degrees (Theorem
3.16 and Corollary 3.19). Moreover, we show that the failure to commute in
degree zero is confined to a single Bernstein component—the unramified prin-
cipal series—and we derive an explicit formula for the commutator in terms of
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the Iwahori-Hecke algebra. In particular, we show that this commutator is a
rank-one map (Proposition 3.20).

Each admissible representation π of G determines a map HH0pHpGqq Ñ C,
the character of π. This construction may be extended to families of rep-
resentations: if X is a complex affine variety, and π is an admissible alge-
braic family of representations of G parametrised by X (in the sense of [5,
1.16]), then the functor HomGp , πq : Mf pGq Ñ Mf pOpXqq induces a map
chπ : HpHpGqq Ñ HpOpXqq. For example, if σ is an irreducible supercusp-
idal representation of a Levi subgroup M Ď G, and Ψ is the complex torus
of unramified characters of M , then the parabolically induced representation
π “ i pOpΨq b σq is an admissible family over Ψ. The compact-restriction op-
erator 1Λc

for the lattice Λ “ HompΨ,Cˆq acts on the homology of OpΨq, and
we prove in Proposition 3.22 that

1Λc
chπ “ chπ 1Gc

as maps HH0pHpGqq Ñ HH0pOpΨqq. If Clozel’s formula holds in the higher-
degree homology of M—for example, if M is a torus—then the above equality
is valid on all of HpHpGqq.

This research was partially supported under NSF grant DMS-1101382, and
by the Danish National Research Foundation through the Centre for Symmetry
and Deformation (DNRF92). Some of the results have previously appeared in
the author’s Ph.D. thesis, written at The Pennsylvania State University under
the direction of Nigel Higson.

2 Functoriality of cyclic homology

Let G be a reductive p-adic group. The Hecke algebra HpGq of locally constant,
compactly supported functions G Ñ C is an associative algebra under convolu-
tion with respect to a choice of Haar measure. We consider the Hochschild and
cyclic homology groups HH˚pHpGqq and HC˚pHpGqq of this algebra. Our basic
reference for cyclic homology is [29].

Let Mf pGq denote the category of finitely generated, smooth representa-
tions of G, viewed as an exact category enriched over C-vector spaces; let
HH˚pMf pGqq and HC˚pMf pGqq denote the Hochschild and cyclic homology
groups associated to this category by Keller [27].

The Hochschild and cyclic homology groups of an object C are related by
an exact sequence

. . . Ñ HCn`1pCq
S

ÝÑ HCn´1pCq
B
ÝÑ HHnpCq

I
ÝÑ HCnpCq

S
ÝÑ HCn´2pCq Ñ . . .

It will be convenient to use the notation HpCq to refer to this sequence, so that
for example “f : HpCq Ñ HpC 1q” means that f is a pair of graded linear maps
HH˚pCq Ñ HH˚pC 1q and HC˚pCq Ñ HC˚pC 1q that commute with the maps S,
B and I.

The following is a consequence of results of Bernstein and Keller:
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Theorem 2.1. For every reductive p-adic group G one has an isomorphism
HpHpGqq – HpMf pGqq.

Proof. According to the Bernstein decomposition [5], HpGq is a direct sum of
two-sided ideals, each of which is Morita equivalent to a unital, Noetherian
algebra of finite global dimension. Keller has shown that for each such algebra
A one has HpAq – HpMf pAqq [27, 1.6]. The functor H commutes with direct
sums and is Morita invariant, so the result follows.

The functoriality of Keller’s construction [27, 1.14] then gives:

Corollary 2.2. Let G and G1 be reductive p-adic groups. Each derivable
(e.g., exact) C-linear functor Mf pGq Ñ MfpG1q induces a canonical map
HpHpGqq Ñ HpHpG1qq, such that composition of functors corresponds to com-
position of maps. If E Ñ F Ñ G is a short exact sequence of functors, then
F “ E ` G as maps HpHpGqq Ñ HpHpG1qq.

Theorem 2.1 can also be applied in the other direction. Let Cl8pGq denote
the space of locally constant, conjugation-invariant functions G Ñ C. This is
an algebra, under pointwise multiplication, and Blanc and Brylinski have shown
that HpHpGqq is in a natural way a Cl8pGq-module. (An explicit formula for
the module structure is recalled in (2.5), below.)

Corollary 2.3. HpMf pGqq is a module over Cl8pGq.

Examples 2.4. (1) Automorphisms: Each algebra automorphism α of HpGq
gives rise to an exact functor—“twist by α”—on MfpGq. The induced au-
tomorphism of HpHpGqq is the same as the one induced by α as an algebra
automorphism.

(2) Central idempotents: Let E be an idempotent in the Bernstein centre ZpGq
(see [5]). The exact functor V ÞÑ EV on MfpGq induces an endomorphism of
HpHpGqq, equal to the one induced by E as an endomorphism of the algebra
HpGq.

(3) Jacquet functors: Let M be a Levi component of a parabolic subgroup P
of G, and consider the functors iGM and rGM of normalised parabolic induction
and Jacquet restriction along P [5, 2.5]. Each of these functors is exact, and
preserves the property of being finitely generated [5, Section 3], so they induce
canonical maps in Hochschild and cyclic homology. Recall the geometric lemma
[9, 2.12] of Bernstein and Zelevinsky: given two parabolic subgroups in P,Q Ă
G, with Levi factors M Ă P and L Ă Q, the composite functor rGL iGM admits a
filtration with subquotients of the form iLLw

Adw rMMw
, where w ranges over a set

W of coset representatives for QzG{P , and Mw, Lw are Levi factors of certain
parabolic subgroups of M and L, respectively. This filtration becomes a sum in
homology:

rGL iGM “
ÿ

wPW

iLLw
Adw rMMw

: HpHpMqq Ñ HpHpLqq.
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(4) Characters: Let X be a complex affine variety, with coordinate algebra
OpXq. Recall from [5, 1.16] that an algebraic family of representations of G
over X , also called a pG,Xq-module, is an HpGq–OpXq bimodule that is flat
over OpXq. Such a module V is admissible if for each compact open subgroup
K Ă G, the space V K of K-invariants is finitely generated over OpXq. If V
is admissible, and M P Mf pGq, then HomGpM,V q is finitely generated over
OpXq. The resulting functor HomGp , V q : Mf pGq Ñ MfpOpXqq is exact
on the subcategory Pf pGq of projectives in MfpGq, and is therefore derivable.
So this functor induces a map chV : HpHpGqq Ñ HpOpXqq. The proof of
Proposition 2.7 (below) will make it clear that in degree zero this map is given
by

chV : HpGq{rHpGq,HpGqs Ñ OpXq, chV pfqpxq “ Trace
´
Vx

f
ÝÑ Vx

¯
,

the trace of f P HpGq as an operator on the fibre Vx over x P X . It therefore
seems appropriate to call chV the character of V . If V1 Ñ V2 Ñ V3 is a short
exact sequence of admissible pG,Xq-modules, then the sequence of functors
HomGp , V1q Ñ HomGp , V2q Ñ HomGp , V3q is exact on Pf pGq, and we
therefore have chV2

“ chV1
` chV3

.

(5) Compact induction: For each compact open subgroup K Ă G one has a
functor indGK : Mf pKq Ñ Mf pGq of compact induction [8, I.3.2]. The corre-
sponding map HpHpKqq Ñ HpHpGqq is equal to the one induced by the inclusion
of algebras HpKq ãÑ HpGq.

(6) Compact restriction: Let Gc denote the union of the compact subgroups
of G. This is an open, closed, and conjugation-invariant subset of G, so its
characteristic function 1Gc

lies in Cl8pGq. The corresponding idempotent en-
domorphism of HpHpGqq (and HpMf pGqq) will be called compact restriction.

The operator 1Gc
is related to the compact-induction maps indGK , as explained

in the introduction.

We shall now prove a weaker, but more explicit version of Theorem 2.1,
which is sometimes useful when doing computations. Before stating the result,
let us establish some notation.

An (associative, complex) algebra A is locally unital if for every finite subset
S Ă A, there exists an idempotent e P A such that es “ se “ s for each s P S.
All (left) modules V over A will be assumed to be nondegenerate, i.e., to satisfy
if V “ AV . Our main example is, of course, the Hecke algebra HpGq, whose
nondegenerate modules are precisely the smooth representations of G.

To each locally unital algebra A we associate a precyclic module CpAq, and
Hochschild and cyclic homology groups HH˚pAq and HC˚pAq, as usual (see [29];
note that A is H-unital, so the “naive” definitions suffice). For A “ HpGq, one
has CnpHpGqq – HpGn`1q; explicit formulas for the structure maps in this
picture are given in [10]. The algebra Cl8pGq acts on HpGn`1q according to
the formula
(2.5)

pFfqpg0, . . . , gnq “ F pg0 ¨ ¨ ¨ gnqfpg0, . . . , gnq (F P Cl8pGq, f P HpGn`1q).
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Now let A be a small category enriched over C-vector spaces. Following
Mitchell [31, §17] and McCarthy [30, §2.1], we define a precyclic module by
letting CnpAq be the vector space

à

pA0,...,AnqPAn`1

HompA0, A1q bC HompA1, A2q bC ¨ ¨ ¨ bC HompAn, A0q.

The structure maps are defined by

dipf0 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b fnq “

#
f0 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b fi`1fi b ¨ ¨ ¨ b fn if 0 ď i ă n,

f0fn b f1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b fn´1 if i “ n

tpf0 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b fnq “ fn b f0 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b fn´1.

The associated Hochschild and cyclic homology groups will be denoted HHm˚ pAq
and HCm˚ pAq. We let HmpAq denote the SBI long exact sequence. The super-
scripts m are used to distinguish this construction from the more elaborate ones
in [30] and [27].

Example 2.6. Let A be a unital algebra, and let p‹, Aopq be the category
with one object ‹, having Endp‹q “ Aop (the algebra opposite to A). Then
Cp‹, Aopq – CpAq, the standard precyclic module associated to A. Let Pf pAq
denote the category of finitely generated, projective left modules over A. This
category is not small, but it admits a small skeleton, and we define CpPf pAqq
in terms of such a skeleton. There is a covariant inclusion I : p‹, Aopq Ñ Pf pAq,
sending ‹ to A, and a P Aop to the endomorphism a1 ÞÑ a1a of A. McCarthy
has shown that this inclusion induces isomorphisms in Hochschild and cyclic
homology [30, Proposition 2.4.3]: the inverse is given by combining the trace
maps HpEndP q Ñ HpAq associated to the various P P Pf pAq.

We will extend McCarthy’s result to locally unital algebras. The existence
of an isomorphism HpAq – HmpPf pAqq in this case is easily established, by
considering the embedding of A into its minimal unitalisation A`. We will later
need an explicit isomorphism, which we now construct.

For each idempotent e P A, let PfpA, eq – tP P PfpAq | P “ AeP u, a
full subcategory of PfpAq. Define a functor Fe : p‹, eAeopq Ñ Pf pA, eq by
setting Fep‹q “ Ae, and letting Fepaq P EndApAeq be the operator of right-
multiplication by a, for each a P eAe. The set of idempotents in A is directed
according to the partial order e ď f ðñ ef “ fe “ e, and the inclusion maps
eAe ãÑ A and Pf pA, eq ãÑ PfpAq induce isomorphisms CpAq – limÝÑCpeAeq and
CpPf pAqq – limÝÑCpPf pA, eqq.

Proposition 2.7. Let A be a locally unital algebra, and Pf pAq the category of
finitely generated projective A-modules. There are isomorphisms

HpAq
–

ÝÑ limÝÑHmp‹, eAeopq
–

ÝÝÝÝÑ
lim
ÝÑ

Fe

limÝÑHmpPf pA, eqq
–

ÝÑ HmpPf pAqq

in Hochschild and cyclic homology, compatible with SBI sequences.
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For the degree-zero homology of the Hecke algebra of a reductive p-adic
group, this result was stated in [19].

Proof. We have already observed that the first and third isomorphisms hold at
the level of precyclic modules. For each idempotent e, the functor Fe is the
composition

p‹, eAeopq
I

ÝÑ Pf peAeq
G

ÝÑ Pf pA, eq,

where I is as in Example 2.6, and GpP q “ Ae beAe P . McCarthy proved that
I induces an isomorphism in homology. The functor G is an equivalence of
categories, so Fe induces an isomorphism in homology. It remains to show, for
idempotents e ď f , that the diagram

Hmp‹, eAeopq
Fe //

��

HmpPf pA, eqq

��

Hmp‹, fAfopq
Ff

// HmpPf pA, fqq

commutes. We do this by constructing a special homotopy (as defined in [30,
Definition 2.3.2]) between the two compositions.

Let pI, eAeopq be the category with two objects, 0 and 1, with Hompi, jq “
eAeop for each i and j, and with composition of morphisms given by multipli-
cation in eAeop. For each a P eAe, we write ai,j for the corresponding element
of Hompi, jq. We consider the inclusion functors

εi : p‹, eAeopq Ñ pI, eAeopq, εip‹q “ i, εipaq “ ai,i pi “ 0, 1, a P eAeq.

Now define a functor J : pI, eAeopq Ñ PfpA, fq as follows. On objects,
Jp0q – Af and Jp1q – Ae. On morphisms, for each a P eAe we let Jpai,jq :
Jpiq Ñ Jpjq be right-multiplication by a. The diagram

p‹, eAeopq
ε0 //

��

pI, eAeopq

J

��

p‹, eAeopq
ε1oo

Fe

��

p‹, fAfopq
Ff

// Pf pA, fq PfpA, eqoo

commutes, and so J implements a special homotopy between the two composi-
tions in

p˚, eAeopq
Fe //

��

Pf peAeq

��

p˚, fAfopq
Ff

// Pf pfAfq

The induced diagram in homology therefore commutes, by [30, Proposition
2.3.3]. Thus the isomorphisms Fe assemble into an isomorphism of direct lim-
its.
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The functoriality of HpHpGqq implied by Proposition 2.7 is compatible with
Corollary 2.2: if F : Mf pGq Ñ Mf pG1q is a derivable functor which restricts to
a functor Pf pGq Ñ Pf pG1q, then the diagram

HpMf pGqq

F

��

HpHpGqq
–oo – // HmpPf pGqq

F

��

HpMf pG1qq
– // HpHpG1qq HmpPf pG1qq

–oo

commutes. For instance, the functors in Examples 2.4(1)–(5) all preserve pro-
jectives (in the case of parabolic induction, this is a corollary of Bernstein’s
second adjoint theorem [6]). Proposition 2.7 is sometimes useful in computa-
tions involving the maps induced on homology by these functors.

3 Comparing geometric and spectral operators

For the rest of the paper, we consider the Hecke algebra HpGq of a reductive
group G over a p-adic field F . We refer to [8] and [33] for the general theory
and terminology.

The operator 1Gc
: HpHpGqq Ñ HpHpGqq of compact restriction was defined

in Examples 2.4(6). The image of this idempotent on Hochschild and cyclic
homology, and on the SBI long exact sequence, will be denoted by HH˚pHpGqqc,
HC˚pHpGqqc and HpHpGqqc, respectively. The image of the complementary
idempotent 1Gnc

“ 1 ´ 1Gc
will be denoted by HH˚pHpGqqnc, etc.

Higson and Nistor [21] and Schneider [34] have shown that the compact-
restriction operator interacts with the maps in the SBI sequence according to
the formulas

(3.1) 1Gc
B “ B1Gc

“ 0 and 1Gc
S “ S1Gc

“ S.

It follows immediately from these formulas that 1Gc
acts as the identity on the

periodic cyclic homology ofHpGq; see [23], [24], [10], [21] and [34] for details and
historical background. The following lemma lists some more consequences of the
relations (3.1). The proofs are routine diagram-chases in the SBI sequence.

Lemma 3.2. Let G, G1 and G2 be reductive p-adic groups.

(1) The inclusion of cochain complexes

pHH˚pHpGqqc, 0q ãÑ pHH˚pHpGqq, BIq

is a quasi-isomorphism.

(2) For every map T : HpHpGqq Ñ HpHpG1qq one has T pHC˚pHpGqqcq Ď
HC˚pHpG1qqc.
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(3) For each T : HpHpGqq Ñ HpHpG1qq and T 1 : HpHpG1qq Ñ HpHpG2qq one
has

pT 1T qc “ T 1
cTc,

where Tc “ 1G1
c
T 1Gc

, and so on.

(4) Let e be an idempotent endomorphism of HpHpGqq. Then re, 1Gc
s2 “ 0 on

HC˚pHpGqq, and re, 1Gc
s3 “ 0 on HpHpGqq.

Corollary 3.3. The operators Ec – 1Gc
E1Gc

, for E ranging over the set of
minimal idempotents in ZpGq, form a family of pairwise-orthogonal idempotents
on HpHpGqq, with

ř
Ec “ 1Gc

.

One may use the idempotents Ec to decompose HH˚pHpGqqc as a direct sum
of “Bernstein components”. Identifying HH˚pHpGqqc with chamber homology,
one finds that these components coincide with the ones studied by Baum, Higson
and Plymen in [3]. This decomposition is studied further in [17].

The remaining sections of the paper study the commutation relations be-
tween 1Gc

and other operators coming from representation theory. We begin
with the very simple case where G is a torus.

Tori

First let Λ be a free abelian group of finite rank, and let Ψ be the com-
plex torus HompΛ,Cˆq. The Fourier transform gives an isomorphism of al-
gebras HpΛq – OpΨq, and a corresponding isomorphism in Hochschild homol-
ogy HH˚pHpΛqq – HH˚pOpΨqq – Ω˚pΨq, the second isomorphism being the
Hochschild-Kostant-Rosenberg theorem [22]. The complex Ω˚pΨq decomposes
into eigenspaces for the translation action of Ψ, and we let Π0 denote the pro-
jection onto the subspace of invariant forms.

A straightforward computation shows that the diagram

(3.4) HH˚pHpΛqq
– //

1Λc

��

Ω˚pΨq

Π0

��

HH˚pHpΛqq
– // Ω˚pΨq

commutes. So Lemma 3.2(1) in this case is the well-known quasi-isomorphism
between the de Rham complex of Ψ and the subcomplex of invariant forms.

Now let T be a split torus over the p-adic field F , with maximal compact
subgroup T ˝. The quotient Λ – T {T ˝ is a free abelian group, and the dual group
Ψ “ HompΛ,Cˆq of unramified characters is a complex torus. The Hochschild
homology of HpT q is given by

(3.5) HH˚pHpT qq –
à
xT ˝

HH˚pHpΛqq –
à
xT ˝

Ω˚pΨq,

where xT ˝ is the set of smooth homomorphisms T ˝ Ñ Cˆ. See [10, Proposition
4.7] for details, and for the corresponding description of cyclic homology.
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The minimal idempotents E P ZpT q are parametrised by xT ˝; the idempotent

Eσ associated to σ P xT ˝ acts by projecting HH˚pHpT qq onto the corresponding
copy of Ω˚pΨq in (3.5). The compact-restriction operator 1Tc

, on the other
hand, acts on each summand Ω˚pΨT q, as described in (3.4).

Compact restriction and Jacquet restriction

Let P “ MN be a parabolic subgroup of the reductive group G, and let r “ rGM
be the corresponding Jacquet restriction functor. We choose and fix a compact
open subgroup K Ă G such that G “ NMK. Writing KM for K X M , and
KN for K X N , we normalise the Haar measures on M , N and K so that
volKpKq “ volM pKM q “ volN pKN q “ 1. With these choices, we have

(3.6)

ż

G

fpgq dg “

ż

K

ż

M

ż

N

fpnmkqδP pmq dn dmdk

for each f P HpGq. Here δP denotes the modular function of P , characterised
by dppqq “ δpqqdp for any left Haar measure dp on P .

Proposition 3.7. The Jacquet-restriction map r : HpHpGqq Ñ HpHpMqq is the
one induced by the map of precyclic modules Φ : HpGq`1q Ñ HpM q`1q,

Φpfqpm0, . . . ,mqq “

δ
1{2
P pm0 ¨ ¨ ¨mqq

ż

Kq`1

ż

Nq`1

fpk´1
0 n0m0k1, . . . , k

´1
q nqmqk0q dn dk

where n “ pn0, . . . , nqq and k “ pk0, . . . , kqq.

Remarks 3.8. (1) The map Φ appears in [32], under the name infPM indGP .
Nistor proposes that this map should be considered an analogue, in Hochschild
homology, of the parabolic induction functor. Proposition 3.7 makes this anal-
ogy precise.

(2) Van Dijk proves in [37] that for each admissible representation V of M ,
one has chiG

M
V “ chV Φ as maps HH0pHpGqq Ñ C. Since characters separate

points in degree-zero Hochschild homology [25], van Dijk’s result establishes
Proposition 3.7 in degree zero. This was observed by Dat in [19, Proposition
1.10].

Proof of Proposition 3.7. Let f0 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b fq P CqpHpGqq, and find a compact,
open, normal subgroup J Ď K such that each fi is J-bi-invariant. Right-
convolution by fi defines an endomorphism of the finitely generated, projective,

left G-module HpG{Jq. Integration overN gives an isomorphism r pHpG{Jqq
–

ÝÑ
HpNzG{Jq, with M acting on HpNzG{Jq by

pmfqpNgJq – δ
´1{2
P pmqfpNm´1gJq.

To lighten the notation, we will write R – HpNzG{Jq.
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Applying the functor r to the endomorphisms fi gives

rpfiq P EndM pRq, rpfiqpfqpNgJq “

ż

G

fpNghJqfiph
´1q dh.

Our goal is to show that the isomorphism HpPf pMqq
ϕ

ÝÑ HpHpMqq of Propo-
sition 2.7 sends the class of rpf0q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b rpfqq P CqpPf pMqq to the class of
Φpf0 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b fqq P CqpHpMqq.

Adapting McCarthy’s construction of the isomorphism ϕ to the locally uni-
tal setting, one finds that ϕprpf0q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b rpfqqq may be described as follows.
Find an idempotent e P HpMq such that R “ HpMqeR. Then find αi P
HomM pR,HpMqeq and βi P HomM pHpMqe,Rq (for i ranging over some finite
set), such that

ř
i βiαi “ 1R; this is possible because R is finitely generated and

projective. We then have

(3.9)

ϕ prpf0q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b rpfqqq “
ÿ

pi0,...,iqq

αi1 rpf0qβi0peq b ¨ ¨ ¨ b αiq rpfq´1qβiq´1
peq b αi0 rpfqqβiq peq,

the equality holding in HpHpMqq. (See [30, Proof of 2.4.3].)
The Iwasawa decomposition G “ NMK ensures that the module R is gen-

erated overHpMq by the finite-dimensional subspace S – HpKNzK{Jq of func-
tions supported on NK. Choose a compact, open subgroup L Ă KM which acts
trivially on S, and let e “ eL P HpMq be the normalised characteristic function
of L. It is immediate from our choices that R “ HpMqeR.

Choose representatives κ1, . . . , κd P K for the double-coset space KNzK{J ,
and for each i let χi P S denote the characteristic function of KNκiJ . Define
M -equivariant maps αi and βi by

αi : R Ñ HpMqe, αifpmq – δ
1{2
P pmqfpNmκiJq,

βi : HpMqe Ñ R, βifpNmkJq – δ
´1{2
P pmq

ż

KM

fpmlqχipl
´1kq dl.

For each f P R,

dÿ

i“1

βiαipfqpNmkJq “
ÿ

i

ż

KM

fpNmlκiJqχipl
´1kq dl

“ fpNmkJq

ż

KM

ÿ

i

χipl
´1kq dl

“ fpNmkJq.

The second equality holds because l´1k P KNκiJ ñ lκi P KNkJ ñ NmlκiJ “
NmkJ . The third equality holds because

ř
i χi is identically 1 on K, and

volpKM q “ 1.

11



The function e P HpMq is supported on KM , and satisfies e ˚ χi “ χi for
each i. It follows that
(3.10)

βipeqpNmkJq “ δ
´1{2
P pmq

ż

KM

epmlqχipl
´1kq dl “

#
χipmkq if m P KM ,

0 otherwise.

A straightforward computation combining (3.6) and (3.10) shows that

rαj rpfqβispeqpmq “ δ
1{2
P pmq volKpKNκiJq

ż

N

fpκ´1
i nmκjq dn

for all f P HpJzG{Jq and m P M .
Finally, writing vi – volKpKNκiJq, we have

δ
´1{2
P pm0 ¨ ¨ ¨mqqΦpf0 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b fqqpm0, . . . ,mqq

“
ÿ

pi0,...,iqq

pvi0 ¨ ¨ ¨ viq q

ż

Nq`1

f0pκ´1
i0
n0m0κi1q ¨ ¨ ¨ fqpκ´1

iq
nqmqκi0q dn

“
ÿ

pi0,...,iqq

rαi1 rpf0qβi0 speqpm0q ¨ ¨ ¨ rαi0 rpfqqβiq speqpmqq

“ δ
´1{2
P pm0 ¨ ¨ ¨mqqϕprpf0q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b rpfqqqpm0, . . . ,mqq

as required.

Proposition 3.7 allows us to interpret some results of Nistor [32] in terms
of the Jacquet functor r. Recall that Cl8pGq denotes the algebra of locally
constant functions on G, with pointwise multiplication. Restriction of functions
gives a map Cl8pGq Ñ Cl8pMq, which we use to view HpHpMqq as a module
over Cl8pGq.

Corollary 3.11. (cf. [32, Lemma 6.3]) The map r : HpHpGqq Ñ HpHpMqq is
Cl8pGq-linear.

In particular, considering the function 1Gc
P Cl8pGq we obtain:

Corollary 3.12. r 1Gc
“ 1Mc

r, as maps HpHpGqq Ñ HpHpMqq.

In degree zero, this has also been observed by Dat [20, Lemme 2.6].
Another result of Nistor, combined with Proposition 3.7, gives:

Corollary 3.13. (cf. [32, Proposition 7.4]) Let G “ SL2pF q, and let M be
the subgroup of diagonal matrices. Let i and r denote the Jacquet functors with
respect to the parabolic subgroup P of upper-triangular matrices, and let ı and
r denote the Jacquet functors for the opposite parabolic P of lower-triangular
matrices.

(1) The map r : HH1pHpGqq Ñ HH1pHpMqq is injective.

(2) r “ r as maps HpHpGqq Ñ HpHpMqq.

12



(3) i “ ı as maps HH1pHpMqq Ñ HH1pHpGqq.

Proof. Part (1) is an immediate consequence of the cited result of Nistor and
Proposition 3.7. Nistor’s result and Proposition 3.7 also show that Adw r “ r,
where w denotes the nontrivial element of the Weyl group ofM . Since Adw r – r
as functors, this proves part (2). For part (3), we use the geometric lemma to
write

r i “ 1 ` Adw “ r ı .

In view of part (1), this shows that i “ ı on HH1.

Note that i ‰ ı on degree-zero Hochschild homology: see Proposition 3.20.

Compact restriction, central idempotents, and Clozel’s for-

mula

Dat proves in [20, Proposition 2.8] that the compact-restriction operator 1Gc

commutes with the idempotents E P ZpGq on the degree-zero Hochschild ho-
mology of HpGq, for every reductive p-adic group G. We conjecture that this
commutation property holds also in higher homology:

Conjecture 3.14. Let G be a reductive p-adic group. Compact restriction 1Gc

commutes with all idempotents E P ZpGq, as operators on the Hochschild and
cyclic homology of HpGq.

Note that the commutator rE, 1Gc
s is certainly nilpotent, by Lemma 3.2.

Conjecture 3.14 is true when G is a torus, since in that case 1Gc
and E already

commute on CpHpGqq. The conjecture also holds in the next-simplest case:

Theorem 3.15. Let G “ SL2pF q. Compact restriction 1Gc
commutes with all

idempotents E P ZpGq, as operators on the Hochschild and cyclic homology of
HpGq.

Proof. Blanc and Brylinski prove in [10, Section 6] that

I : HH1pHpGqqc
–
ÝÑ HC1pHpGqq and S : HC2pHpGqq

–
ÝÑ HC0pHpGqqc,

while S : HCn`1pHpGqq
–

ÝÑ HCn´1pHpGqq and HHnpHpGqq “ 0 for n ě 2. The
operators 1Gc

and E commute with these isomorphisms, and so given Dat’s
result for degree-zero homology we are left to prove the asserted commutation in
HH1pHpGqq. Let r denote Jacquet restriction to the diagonal subgroupM Ă G.
For each idempotent E P ZpGq, there is an idempotent EM P ZpMq such that
rE “ EM r as functors [7, 2.4]. We have

rrE, 1Gc
s “ rEM , 1Mc

s r

by Corollary 3.12, and the commutator rEM , 1Mc
s vanishes becauseM is a torus.

Since r is injective in degree one (Corollary 3.13), we conclude that rE, 1Gc
s “ 0

on HH1pHpGqq.
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The same proof applies to HHnpHpGqq for any split group G of rank n. We
expect that an elaboration of this argument, using the higher orbital integrals
and Shalika germs of Blanc-Brylinski [10] and Nistor [32], will apply to the
general case.

We shall now outline a different approach to Theorem 3.15 and Conjecture
3.14, following more closely the proof of Dat in degree zero. Once again let
G “ SL2pF q, and let M be the diagonal subgroup. Let χM P Cl8pMq be the
characteristic function of the set tm P M | δP pmq ą 1u. As above we write
r for Jacquet restriction from G to M along the upper-triangular subgroup P ,
and we write ı for parabolic induction from M to G along the lower-triangular
subgroup P .

Theorem 3.16. The following is an equality of operators on the Hochschild
and cyclic homology of HpGq, for G “ SL2pF q:

1Gc
` ı χM r “ 1.

Proof. In degree zero, this is Clozel’s formula; see [16], or below. As in the proof
of Theorem 3.15, the results of [10] leave us to consider degree-one Hochschild
homology. Corollary 3.12 and the geometric lemma imply that

r p1Gc
` ı χM rq “ p1Mc

` χM ` Adw χM q r .

As endomorphisms of CpHpMqq, Adw χM “ χwM Adw, where χ
w
M is the function

m ÞÑ χM pm´1q. Corollary 3.13 implies that Adw r “ r “ r in HH1pHpGqq, and
so

r p1Gc
` ı χM rq “ p1Mc

` χM ` χwM q r .

The function 1Mc
`χM `χwM is identically equal to 1 onM , and so the proposed

formula becomes a true equality upon applying r to both sides. Since r is
injective on HH1pHpGqq, the formula itself holds.

We conjecture that Clozel’s formula holds in higher homology for all re-
ductive groups. More precisely, let G be a reductive p-adic group, and choose
a minimal parabolic subgroup P0 Ă G and a Levi decomposition P0 “ L0U0.
Then each parabolic subgroup P containing P0 has a unique Levi decomposition
P “ LU with L0 Ă L. We write L ď G to indicate that L is a Levi subgroup
obtained in this way, and we let rGL denote Jacquet restriction along P , and let
ıGL denote parabolic induction along the opposite parabolic P . For each L ď G,
we let χL : L Ñ t0, 1u be the characteristic function defined in [16, pp.239–240]
(where it is denoted χU ). Let Lcz Ă L denote the union of the compact-mod-
centre subgroups of L, and let 1Lcz

P Cl8pLq denote the characteristic function
of this set.

Conjecture 3.17. The following is an equality of operators on HpHpGqq:

ÿ

LďG

ıGL 1Lcz
χL rGL “ 1.
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Remarks 3.18. (1) As Dat points out in [20], Conjecture 3.17 in degree-zero
homology is a reformulation of Clozel’s formula [16, Proposition 1] (and is there-
fore true).

(2) The conjectured equality holds on HHnpHpGqq for every split group G of
rank n: this follows from results of [10] and the geometric lemma, as in the
proof of Theorem 3.16.

(3) The validity of Conjecture 3.17 would imply that of Conjecture 3.14: Dat’s
proof of this fact in degree zero [20, Proposition 2.8] carries over verbatim to
higher homology.

(4) Clozel’s proof of [16, Proposition 1] relies on a formula of Casselman [14,
Theorem 5.2] for the character of a Jacquet module, which amounts to a deter-
mination of the maps ıGL on degree-zero Hochschild homology. We expect that
an explicit description of parabolic induction in higher homology will likewise
yield a proof of Conjecture 3.17.

(5) There is a natural analogue of Conjecture 3.17 for G an affine Coxeter
group: the role of the Levi subgroups is played by the isotropy groups of sim-
plices in the spherical boundary of the affine Coxeter complex, and the Jacquet
functors are replaced by the usual induction and restriction of representations.
This version of the conjecture is true, as can be shown using the explicit for-
mula for induction in Hochschild homology given by Bentzen and Madsen in [4,
Proposition 1.4].

Compact restriction and parabolic induction for SL2pF q

As an application of Theorem 3.16, we compute the commutator of compact
restriction and parabolic induction for G “ SL2pF q and its Levi subgroup M
of diagonal matrices. Dat uses Clozel’s formula in [20, Remarque, p.77] to
show that these operators do not commute in degree-zero homology. A similar
argument, using Theorem 3.16, shows that these operators do commute in higher
homology, and that the failure to commute in degree zero is confined to a single
Bernstein component:

Corollary 3.19. Let M be the diagonal subgroup of G “ SL2pF q. Using the
notation of Theorem 3.16,

(1) 1Gc
i´ i 1Mc

“ pi´ ıqχM as maps HpHpMqq Ñ HpHpGqq.

(2) i pHpHpMqqcq Ď HpHpGqqc.

(3) 1Gc
i “ i 1Mc

on HHnpHpMqq and HCnpHpMqq for every n ě 1.

(4) Let E1 P ZpMq be the minimal idempotent associated to the trivial character
of M˝. Then 1Gc

i “ i 1Mc
on p1 ´ E1qHpHpMqq.

(Note that part (2) implies that parabolic induction restricts to a map in
chamber homology. This map is computed in [18].)
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Proof. Theorem 3.16 and the geometric lemma give

1Gc
i “ p1 ´ ı χM rq i “ i´ ı χM p1 ` Adwq “ ip1 ´ χwM q ´ ı χM .

Since 1Mc
`χM `χwM is identically equal to 1 onM , we find that 1Gc

i´ i 1Mc
“

iχM ´ ı χM , giving (1). Multiplying (1) on the right by 1Mc
gives 1Gc

i 1Mc
´

i 1Mc
“ 0, which implies (2). To prove part (3), we first note that part (1) and

Corollary 3.13 give the asserted commutation on HH1pHpMqq. The vanishing
on HHnpHpMqq for n ě 2 is trivial, because these Hochschild groups themselves
are zero, and the vanishing on higher cyclic homology then follows from the
exactness of the SBI sequence. For part (4), we appeal to Kutzko’s calculations
in [28], which imply that i “ ı on all Bernstein components except the unramified
principal series. The function χM is M˝-invariant, so it commutes with E1, and
now (4) follows from (1).

To complete the picture for SL2pF q, let us now compute the commutator
1Gc

i´ i 1Mc
on E1 HH0pHpMqq. By (3.5), E1 HH0pHpMqq – HH0pHpΛqq –

HpΛq, where Λ “ M{M˝ – Z. Let λ P Λ be the generator satisfying χM pλq “ 1.
We use the same symbol λ to denote the function in HpΛq taking the value 1
on this generator, and zero elsewhere; so HpΛq is isomorphic to the Laurent
polynomial ring Crλ, λ´1s.

The induction functors i and ı send the Bernstein component E1MfpMq into
the unramified principal-series component of MfpGq. The latter component is
equivalent (cf. [11],[15]) to the category Mf pAq of finitely generated modules
over the Iwahori-Hecke algebra A “ spanCtTw | w P W u associated to the affine
Weyl group W “ xs, t | s2 “ t2 “ 1y. Recall that the multiplication in A is
determined by the rules

TwT
1
w “ Tww1 if ℓpww1q “ ℓpwq`ℓpw1q, T 2

s “ pq´1qTs`q, T 2
t “ pq´1qTt`q,

where ℓ is the length function on W , and q is the cardinality of the residue field
of F . (We follow the notation of [26]; some of the references cited below use
different conventions.)

The degree-zero Hochschild homology group HH0pAq “ A{rA,As has basis
tTs, Tt, Tpstqn | n ě 0u. Computations in [28] (a special case of the theory of
types and covers [13]) lead to the following concrete identifications of the maps
appearing in Clozel’s formula. The induction maps i and ı are the ones induced
by the algebra homomorphisms

i, ı : HpΛq Ñ A, ipλq “ qT´1
ts , ıpλq “ q´1Tst.

The restriction map is

r : HH0pAq Ñ HpΛq, rpTsq “ rpTtq “ q ´ 1, rpTpstqnq “ qnpλn ` λ´nq.

The maps 1Mc
and χM are given on HpΛq by

1Mc
pλnq “

#
1 if n “ 0,

0 if n ‰ 0,
χM pλnq “

#
λn if n ě 1,

0 if n ă 1.
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Putting these formulas into Clozel’s shows that the compact restriction operator
1Gc

: HH0pAq Ñ HH0pAq is given by

1Gc
pTsq “ Ts, 1Gc

pTtq “ Tt, 1Gc
pTpstqnq “

#
1 if n “ 0,

0 if n ě 1.

Finally, we compute the commutator of compact restriction and parabolic
induction:

Proposition 3.20. Consider as above the unramified principal-series compo-
nent of G “ SL2pF q. The commutator 1Gc

i´ i 1Mc
: HpΛq Ñ HH0pAq is given

by

p1Gc
i´ i 1Mc

qpλnq “
R1,pstqn

qnpq ´ 1q
pq ´ 1 ´ Ts ´ Ttq

for n ě 1, where R1,pstqn “ pq ´ 1qpq2n´1 ´ q2n´2 ` q2n´3 ´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´ 1q. The
commutator vanishes on λn for n ă 1.

Proof. We know from Corollary 3.19 that

p1Gc
i´ i 1Mc

qpλnq “ pi´ ıqχM pλnq “

#
qnT´1

ptsqn ´ q´nTpstqn if n ě 1,

0 if n ă 1.

For n ă 1 there is nothing left to prove, so consider n ě 1. We have

(3.21) qnT´1
ptsqn ´ q´nTpstqn “ q´n

ÿ

ℓpwqă2n

p´1qℓpwqRw,pstqnTw,

where the Rw,pstqn are certain polynomials in q: see [26, §2]. The R-polynomials
may be computed inductively, using the relations [26, (2.0.a–c)]. Another in-
ductive computation shows that the right-hand side of (3.21) reduces, modulo

commutators, to
R1,pstqn

qnpq´1q pq ´ 1 ´ Ts ´ Ttq.

Solleveld has computed the Hochschild and cyclic homology of arbitrary
affine Hecke algebras [36]. It would be interesting to extend the above compu-
tations to that general context.

Compact restriction and characters

Let M Ă G be a Levi subgroup of G, let Ψ be the complex torus of unramified
characters of M , let M˝ “

Ş
ψPΨ kerψ, and let Λ be the lattice M{M˝. For

each irreducible supercuspidal representation σ ofM , we consider the admissible
pG,Ψq-module π – iGM pOpΨq bC σq. The character of π, as defined in Examples
2.4(4), is a map chπ : HpHpGqq Ñ HpOpΨqq. The operator 1Λc

acts on HpOpΨqq
via the Fourier isomorphism OpΨq – HpΛq. Recall from (3.4) that in Hochschild
homology, 1Λc

is the projection onto Ψ-invariant differential forms.

Proposition 3.22. (1) One has 1Λc
chπ “ chπ 1Gc

as maps HH0pHpGqq Ñ
HH0pOpΨqq.
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(2) If Clozel’s formula in higher homology (Conjecture 3.17) holds for M , then
1Λc

chπ “ chπ 1Gc
as maps HpHpGqq Ñ HpOpΨqq.

Since Clozel’s formula holds for tori, part (2) applies to all principal-series
characters.

The proof of Proposition 3.22 will require some preparation. Consider the
diagram

H˚pHpGqq
r //

1Gc

��

H˚pHpMqq

1Mc

��

chOpΨqbσ
// HpOpΨqq

1Λc

��

H˚pHpGqq
r // H˚pHpMqq

chOpΨqbσ
// HpOpΨqq

whose left-hand square commutes by Corollary 3.12. Frobenius reciprocity im-
plies that chπ is equal to the composition of the horizontal arrows, and so we are
left to show that the right-hand square commutes. Thus we may, and henceforth
do, assume that M “ G and that π “ OpΨq b σ.

Next, note that since Λ is a quotient of G, Cl8pΛq is a subalgebra of Cl8pGq.

Lemma 3.23. The character chπ : HpHpGqq Ñ HpOpΨqq is Cl8pΛq-linear.

Proof. The space CnpHpGqq is spanned by elements of the form f0 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b fn,
where each fi is the characteristic function of a double coset HgiH for some
gi P G and compact open subgroup H Ă G. Fix an element of this form. The
action of fi on π

H “ OpΨq b σH is given by

ż

G

fipgqg b g dg “ gi b

ż

G

fipgqg dg “ ĝi b fi,

where ĝi denotes pointwise multiplication by the function ψ ÞÑ ψpgiq. Now,
πH is a finite-rank free module over OpΨq, and the trace map HpEndpπHqq Ñ
HpOpΨqq sends

pĝ0 b f0q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b pĝn b fnq ÞÑ chσpf0 ¨ ¨ ¨ fnqĝ0 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b ĝn,

where chσ : HpGq Ñ C is the usual character of the admissible representation
σ. Thus,

chπpf0 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b fnq “ chσpf0 ¨ ¨ ¨ fnqĝ0 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b ĝn.

Now let F P Cl8pΛq. Using the fact that G˝ contains all compact subgroups
of G, one finds that F pf0 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b fnq “ F pg0 ¨ ¨ ¨ gnqf0 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b fn. On the
other hand, it is immediate from the definition (2.5) that F pĝ0 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b ĝnq “
F pg0 ¨ ¨ ¨ gnqĝ0 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b ĝn. Thus chπ commutes with F .

Proof of Proposition 3.22. Lemma 3.23 implies that 1Λc
chπ “ chπ 1G˝ . Now,

Gc “ G˝ XGcz: one inclusion is immediate from the definitions, while the other
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follows from the fact that G˝ has compact centre. Therefore 1Gc
“ 1G˝1Gcz

in
Cl8pGq. Applying Clozel’s formula, we find that

chπ ´ chπ 1Gcz
“

ÿ

LňG

chπ ıGL 1Lcz
χL rGL “

ÿ

LňG

chrG
L
π 1Lcz

χL rGL “ 0,

by the second adjoint theorem and the cuspidality of π. Therefore, assuming
the validity of Clozel’s formula, we have

1Λc
chπ “ chπ 1G˝ “ chπ 1Gcz

1G˝ “ chπ 1Gc
.

This proves part (2). Since Clozel’s formula is certainly valid in degree zero for
all M , part (1) follows.

Remark 3.24. If the cuspidal datum pM,σq is generic (i.e., has trivial Weyl
group), then the associated idempotent ErM,σs P ZpGq factors through chπ , and
so the formula 1Λc

chπ “ chπ 1Gc
gives a spectral description of the compact-

restriction operator on the generic Bernstein components. In the spirit of
Aubert, Baum, Plymen and Solleveld’s conjectures on the geometric structure
in the smooth dual of G ([1],[2]), one might ask whether this identification of the
compact-restriction operator as a projection onto invariant differential forms is
in fact valid on all Bernstein components.
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